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Icebergs calving into the North Atlantic from the
Greenland ice sheet

The North Atlantic “cold blob” in blue that might be caused
by increased meltwater from Greenland and Arctic glaciers.

Project Background
Northwest Europe is about 2-3°C warmer than areas at a similar latitude because of the heat transported
poleward from the equator by the Gulf Stream. Much of this heat is released to the atmosphere in two areas of
the North Atlantic close to the southern tip of Greenland via the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
(AMOC). Numerous modelling studies and paleo-climate records suggest that the AMOC could be bi-stable: it
may have an “off” state and an “on” state, which represents a tipping point with profound implications for global
climate. Even if there is no tipping point, a weakening of the AMOC would have a huge impact on the climate of
NW Europe and beyond. One factor that has been proposed to influence the strength of the AMOC is the amount
of freshwater that enters the North Atlantic, especially near Greenland.

Project Aims and Methods
The primary aim of this PhD is to investigate the impact of changes in freshwater input on the strength
of the AMOC using a combination of observations and ocean modelling. We have direct and indirect
estimates of the strength of the AMOC that cover roughly the last century. We also have estimates of
changes in the freshwater input from Arctic glaciers and the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) for the last four
decades but the record is incomplete: it does not cover recent years when the ice has been melting
fastest and does not include reliable estimates into the future (c.f. Bamber et al, 2012; 2018). The GrIS
is currently contributing more to sea level rise than any other source and at the same time generating
huge quantities of extra freshwater.
The first part will be to produce the freshwater time series from 1979 to 2100 using climate model
projections to force an ice sheet model in a realistic way. Arctic sea ice has also been changing rapidly since the
1970s and it will be important to consider how this might affect the AMOC. The second part of the project will
involve using the freshwater data in ocean modelling experiments for the last 40 years and up to 2100 to
investigate what impact the increasing freshwater input has on the strength of the AMOC and carry out a series
of sensitivity studies related to AMOC stability and climate forcing (c.f. Dukhovskoy et al 2019 and Boning et al
2015). Within this overall framework, the student will have the opportunity to shape the research to suit their
own interests and expertise as the project develops. An imaginative and creative approach is valuable.
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Candidate requirements
This project would be ideally suited to someone with a good quantitative background, familiar with climate
science, and comfortable with computer programming, although training in various programming languages is
provided. We welcome and encourage student applications from under-represented groups. We value a diverse
research environment.

Collaborative partner
The National Oceanography Centre, Southampton is a world leading institute that undertakes observations and
modelling of the physical, chemical and biological processes influencing the world’s oceans. The student will be
working with, and learning from, experts in ocean modelling, physical oceanography and the role of oceans in
the climate system.

Training
Training will be a core component of this PhD. The student will benefit from working in an experienced multidisciplinary team that will provide world-leading training in climate science, glaciology, oceanography and
numerical modelling. In addition, they will have the opportunity to join a major new collaboration on Arctic-tomidlatitude teleconnections, which includes scientists at the Universities of Bangor, Bristol, Exeter, Oxford,
Reading and Southampton, and the National Oceanography Centre. Training opportunities are available via
summer schools and in-house events in all aspects of the project from climate science to how to write a PhD.
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